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Parents Crosslink
Linking parents to one another and the cross

Talking to Your Kids About, Um…
Ann M. Ponath

want me to write about what?! Uh,
S
sure, but I am definitely not an expert
o, this was me to my editor: You

on this topic—even my own children
are embarrassed that I’m writing this
article. Just getting it started was a
struggle! But maybe you’ve been there
too? You know you should talk to
your kids about it. You (sort of) want
to, but you don’t know exactly how,
what, when, or where. You do know
why—it’s a good gift of God, one to
be treated with respect and honor and
to be reserved for marriage. Yes, I’m
talking about . . . sex.
True confession: With apologies to
our four children, I probably should
have done the research and written
this article years ago. The parenting
books agree that the sex talk is not a
onetime deal but an ongoing process,
built on a loving relationship between
parent (or another concerned caregiver) and child from birth! Another
thing most agree on: If kids don’t hear
about sex from you, they will still
hear about it—on the playground,
in the locker room, on the radio,
online, in movies—and most of

what they will hear (all of it?) will not
be from a biblical viewpoint! As noted
above, I am not an expert on this subject, so I turned to Dr. Joshua Mears, a
licensed psychologist with Wisconsin
Lutheran Child and Family Services–
Christian Family Solutions, who most
certainly is.
First, I asked Dr. Mears why it
is important for Christian parents
to talk about sex with their children. “There are a couple of issues
to highlight with this question. The
overwhelming perspective on sexual
health in our culture today suggests
that we should have more and more
sexual education . . . at a younger
and younger age. My first impression
of this trend is that this is not a good
and morally appropriate suggestion.
I believe that when God created the
blessing of sexual intimacy, he also
created a natural and instinctual manner in which we hold it
sacred. This can be seen
in the original Garden
of Eden account,
where man and
woman were
ashamed
of their

nakedness and they hid from God
(Genesis 3). I think that this innate
tendency to be private and discreet
about our bodies and their sexual
functioning is a positive and wholesome trait. . . . God wants this . . .
to be something that we take very
seriously and approach with sensitivity. The current hypersexual culture
would suggest that we must embrace
the sexual being that is within all of
us and, therefore, we have to promote
more and more early intervention
and education. I think that being
patient and wise about the timing of
such sensitive conversations is very
important. But there is one major
caveat to that encouragement. Parents
cannot and should not be the last
one on the scene. If your children are
getting information and having conversations with other peers or . . . the
internet, you need to intervene and
give them information from a biblical
perspective.”
What role do TV, movies, music,
the internet, fashion, friends, etc.,
play in family discussions about sex?
Do you have any advice on bringing
(Continued on page 2.)
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up Christian kids in a world heavily
saturated with innuendo and godless attitudes toward our bodies and
sex? “The media that our children are
exposed to have a significant impact
on the messages that they are taking
in with regard to their bodies and
their views of dating and sexuality.
It is an important and invaluable
area that parents must consider when
discussing the area of sexual ethics.

and family are composed of. There
are some models that show we should
talk about conception and reproduction at ages 6-8, puberty at 9-11, and
sexual mechanics at 12-14, but I think
these are loose guidelines. Consider
your own child and the conversations
that you are having with them.”
What are signs that professional
help is needed? “If your child is acting
out sexually by violating the boundar-

Being different and
countercultural is
something that God
implores us to be.
Parents should be wise about the programming that children are allowed
to see (make sure that you are checking social media and YouTube video
history) and also have conversations
about fashion trends. Being different
and countercultural is something that
God implores us to be as the salt of the
earth and light of the world (Matthew
5:13-16). Therefore, we may feel isolated and different from our peers in
the way we dress and what programs
we watch, but use these examples as
situations to have honest and real conversations about how we honor God
with our actions.”
Asked at what age these talks
should begin, Dr. Mears responded,
“The best perspective is that as your
child begins to have questions about
the messages their body is telling
them, [this] is when you can have
more discussions about moral behaviors and Christian living. Having a
Christ-centered, open, and communicative relationship with your child
will ensure that they feel welcome to
come to you first with questions that
arise. From an early age, we should
be modeling what a healthy marriage

ies of others, demonstrating a significantly higher than normative rate of
sexual curiosity, or accessing sexually
explicit or suggestive material online
or through electronic means, these
are some of the most prominent ‘signs’
that additional professional help may
be advisable.”
In conclusion, Dr. Mears reminds
us, “When discussing sexual ethics
and God’s plan for our bodies within
marriage, it is important that parents
are not only discussing the ‘Thou
Shalt Not,’ law-based message of sexuality. We want to encourage the pre-

scriptive blessings that God created
when he established physical intimacy.
This can be challenging when so
much of what the world says is ‘Yes,
allow your body and your desires to
be the guide,’ when, contrastingly,
God’s law instructs patience and
abstaining. This can lead many parents
to think they have to be the stop sign.
But God also sends a strong message
of blessings and an abundance of
love with the model of true Christian
intimacy. Therefore, our message to
our children should also have that
message of God’s good within his
creation.”
Still unsure of how to go about this
important discussion? The books and
websites below are a great resource.
(My kids will tell you that, to make
up for lost time, I’ve been passing out
these resources left and right around
here!) Practical advice like answering
your child’s natural questions in a factual, calm way and talking during car
rides, walks, or while washing dishes
(that is, with not a lot of eye contact)
are good suggestions to start what can
be, initially, an uncomfortable conversation for parent and child. Most of all,
as with all Christian parenting, pray
for wisdom and guidance, ask for forgiveness, and focus on the love of our
amazing God in all of his good gifts
to his dear children!
Ann Ponath lives and writes in Stillwater, MN,
with her husband, David, and their four children,
ages 14-23.

RESOURCES
Ethics of Sex: From Taboo to Delight, Gifford A. Grobien general editor,
Concordia Publishing House, 2016 (Dr. Mears especially recommends the
chapter “Christian Sex Education: The Great Coverup” by Matthew Rueger.)
How to Talk Confidently With Your Child About Sex: A Guide for the Christian
Family, Lenore Buth, Concordia Publishing House, 2015
Learning About Sex series, various authors, Concordia Publishing House, 2015
(A series of books written for various ages, with different versions for boys
and girls.)
A Chicken’s Guide to Talking Turkey With Your Kids About Sex, Dr. Kevin Leman
and Kathy Flores Bell, Zondervan, 2009
http://media.focusonthefamily.com/topicinfo/sex_education_resources.pdf
(Dr. Mears uses this resource list when working with parents and families.)
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Young children: Draw a cross, a happy face, or a heart to match each of the cracked eggs.
Older children: Look up each Bible passage, and write its Easter message on a whole egg.
Families: Use the following prayer during Lent and Easter. For the response, use
the 1 Thessalonians message written on the egg lying in the grass.

Parent: Heavenly Father, thank you
for sending your Son, Jesus, to save
us. Family: Response.

Parent: Jesus, thank you for living, dying,
and rising from the dead to forgive our
sins and give us heaven. Family: Response.

Parent: Holy Spirit, thank you for giving
us faith in Jesus. Use us to tell others
about him. Family: Response.

Christ __________
_____________________
______________ sinners.
1 Timothy 1:15

Because I live, _______
_____________________
__________________ .
John 14:19

We believe __________
_____________________
1 Thessalonians 4:14
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______________ again.
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CHALLENGING TIMES:

Your Child Is Not Quite an Adult
A
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million years ago, when I was a
young parent of tiny people, I
would sometimes hear this saying:
“Small kids; small problems. Big kids;
big problems.”
Yeah, right, I thought, as I was up to
my eyeballs in dirty diapers, had just
stepped on a Lego for the millionth
time, and was in a sleep-deprived fog
because my boys hadn’t slept through
the night—again. How can parenting
possibly be harder or more exhausting
than this?
Well, younger self, let me share a
few things with you. I don’t want to
scare you but to prepare you—for the
unique challenges and joys of parenting a teen or young adult.
Being a parent of older teens or
young adults is a tough job that can
require life-altering decisions. How do
you know if you’re doing the wrong
thing, or not doing the right thing?
How do you teach your children to
be independent, then know when to
let go? How do you keep encouraging
them to have a close relationship with
their Savior when they are no longer
living under your roof? What do you
do when your children are raised in
a godly home, but then they make
poor choices and you can’t do
much about it because they are
“adults”? How do you love

Ann Jahns

them but not overlook if they willfully
choose to live outside the boundaries
of God’s laws?
Those are tough questions that
don’t have easy answers. If you are
a parent of an older teen or young
adult, I want to encourage you. You’ve
got a big job, but remember that you
have an even bigger God. If you are
the parent of younger kiddos—please
don’t stop reading! Even though the
teen years may seem light-years away,
believe me, they are just around the
corner. Though it’s a scientific impossibility, I’m pretty sure time speeds up
the older our kids get.

One of the most important things I’ve
learned is to build the foundation of
faith early—then keep building on it
and never stop.
Taking young children to worship can
be exhausting, and preparing for it
can rival military tactical maneuvers.
Getting everyone up, dressed, fed, out
the door, into the car, and into church
can be a monumental task. Don’t forget the piles of stuff you need to cart
along: diapers, wipes, snacks, sippy
cups, bottles, formula, crayons, coloring books, etc., etc., etc. Would it be
easier to just stay home? Absolutely.
But should we? No way. Having our
kids in worship is so important for not
only the cultivation of their faith (the
Holy Spirit creates faith even in their
messy and loud little bodies!) but to
help our kids see the importance of
belonging to a family of believers. As
kids move through the teen years, it’s
even more important to keep them
connected through worship and the
Word. Let’s show them how important
it is by our own regular and eager participation in worship and Bible study.
And when our young adults have
left the nest? We’re not there to nag
and roll them out of bed on a Sunday
morning, as fun as that is. That’s
when we need to ask flat out if they
are attending worship and reading
their Bibles—and show we care
by continuing to ask. Encourage
them to seek worship and
Bible study opportunities
at the campus ministry
near their college, at
a local church with
worship times that
fit into their schedules, and with
streamed sermons
when needed. Text
them encouraging
Scripture messages
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each day. Send them links to online
biblical resources and devotional
videos. Remind them that you are
praying for them and that their relationship with their Savior is the most
important relationship in their lives.
Be clear about expectations—
yours and God’s.
Our society considers kids to be
“adults” when they turn 18, yet science has shown that their brains
aren’t fully wired until about age
25. The scary result? Those maturing brains aren’t always capable of
making sound, rational decisions.
Let’s be real—even good kids raised
in Christian homes who know what
God’s law says can live in opposition
to that law. As a parent, it’s heartbreaking to have a straying child.
Even though it’s so difficult, we need
to remind our young adult children
of what Scripture says. We need to
talk about the consequences of sin
but then follow up with the glorious
promises of the gospel and the message of God’s full and free forgiveness
through Christ’s sacrifice.
Ask for God’s forgiveness,
and forgive yourself.
What if your young adult child—
despite knowing what God’s Word
says—still makes poor decisions and
still chooses a path that turns away
from God? Work to keep the lines
of communication open, and be loving yet firm in your Scripture-based
beliefs. Never stop praying for them,
and let them know that you will love
them and pray for them until the day
you die. Ask God for forgiveness for
your parenting mistakes, and then forgive yourself. Despite all of our efforts,
our young adult children will still
make their own decisions—good or
bad. Part of becoming an adult is making decisions, and then dealing with
the consequences of those decisions
and learning from them.
Know when to ask for help.
As a parent of young adults, there
are going to be some things we simply
can’t fix—things that go beyond an
ice pack and a hug. If we see that our
kids are really struggling with tough
life issues or mental health issues, it’s

so critical to get them the help they
need. You are not a failure as a parent
if you seek help—quite the opposite.
Seeking help for your child is one of
the most loving and courageous things
you can do. Educate yourself on the
signs and symptoms of things like
anxiety, depression, self-harm, and

You’ve got a

Big job,
but remember
that you have
an even

Bigger

GOD.

addiction. Don’t be afraid to ask your
child how they are feeling and why,
and then really listen. If you need
to, enlist the help of your doctor or
a professional Christian counselor.
Your pastor is also a valuable resource
regarding spiritual concerns.
Parenting teens and young adult children can be a tough and lonely ride.
Bring friends along. Why are parents so hard on one another when
parenting is one of the toughest jobs
there is? Why do we sometimes murmur, Oh, that’s too bad! when someone
else’s child messes up, but deep down
inside we smugly think, I’m so glad
that my kid would never do something
like that? Parents, let’s support one
another through joys and struggles
without judging or comparing! Build
up; don’t tear down. There are scores of
fellowship groups for moms of infants
and toddlers. Where are our fellowship
groups for parents of teens and young
adults? We didn’t stop needing support once our kids were potty-trained.

Can’t find a group? Start one! Gather
with other parents on a regular basis
to share tragedies and triumphs. Pray
for and with one another. Learn from
one another. Commit to confidentiality.
Can’t meet in person? Start a private
Facebook prayer group. Is there anything more powerful than knowing
that fellow believers are laying your
parenting struggles before the throne
of God in prayer?
Enjoy your changing relationship
with your child.
Despite its challenges, it can be a
delight to be the parent of an older
teen or young adult! Feed off of their
energy and enthusiasm. Enjoy deeper,
more meaningful conversations. Let
them educate you on things that you
normally would know nothing about,
and look for shared interests. Be grateful for every single minute you get to
spend with them before their lives
become full with a spouse and children of their own someday.
As a parent of young adults, I have
shed tears of deepest anguish and tears
of unparalleled joy. I daily work to
remind myself that God loves my children with a depth of love that I can’t
even begin to comprehend, and he
lovingly guides even the smallest detail
of their lives. A friend recently said it
best: “I’m still learning to be grateful
for this monumental task that can have
you laughing one day and crying your
eyes out the next. I’m so grateful our
kids have a Father who loves them and
has things under his control.”
Dear fellow parents, even though
it’s likely that I don’t know you and
might never meet you on this side of
heaven, please know that I am praying
for you. We are in this together. You
have such a tough but amazing job
as you love and disciple the children
that God has entrusted to your care
for a short time. He gifted them to you
as part of his divine plan. What an
incredible blessing and privilege!
Ann Jahns and her husband, Thad, are blessed
to be the parents of three young men—two in
college and one in graduate school. Ann is the
Director of Marketing at WLCFS–Christian
Family Solutions in Germantown, WI, and she
and her family belong to Shepherd of the Hills
Lutheran Church in West Bend, WI.
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SEXUAL ABUSE
Sheryl Cowling

my had just finished putting away
A
a load of laundry when her daughter walked through the back door.
One look was all Amy needed to see
that her daughter was upset. When
Amy asked what was wrong, her
usually emotionally restrained sixth
grader burst into tears. After leading
her mother to her room for a private
talk, Amy’s daughter spoke. And Amy
could hardly believe what she was
hearing.
Her daughter’s best friend, Katie,
had told her a special secret and had
made her swear that she would not
repeat it—not to anyone, not ever.
Amy’s daughter said that she wanted
to be a good friend and wanted to be
considered trustworthy, but her gut
was telling her this was the kind of
secret that must be told.
She took a deep breath and then
repeated her friend’s secret. Katie had
told her that her uncle had touched
her inappropriately—not just once,
but many times. Katie hadn’t been
sure that this was wrong until they
had had a special seminar at school
about puberty. There they had learned
about the biology of sex and about
sexual abuse. Katie admitted that she
was always uneasy with her uncle’s
actions, but until she had taken the
class, she hadn’t known that it was
wrong—and even against the law.
Katie’s uncle had insisted that if she
ever told, no one would believe her,
the family would be very mad at her,
and her friends wouldn’t want to
play with her anymore. Katie hadn’t
known what to do. It had taken all
of her courage to tell her best friend.

She didn’t want to get her uncle into
trouble, but she wanted the touching
to stop.
Amy held her daughter as she cried
and cried. Amy told her daughter that
she had made the right decision to tell.
Some secrets are okay to keep, like if
there’s a surprise birthday party being
planned or if she knows what her
brother is getting for Christmas. But
Amy reminded her daughter that any
secrets that result in someone getting
hurt shouldn’t stay secrets.

Any secrets
that result
in someone
getting hurt
shouldn’t
stay secrets.
Amy reviewed what her daughter had learned in the class about
puberty and the physical and hormonal changes that take place. Amy
reminded her daughter about a book
they had read together years earlier
that talked about body parts, including
private parts—those parts that boys
and girls cover when they wear a bathing suit. Amy’s daughter remembered
the book and how it taught that no
one should ever touch or look at her

private parts unless it is her doctor
when giving her a physical exam or
her parents when they changed her
diaper or gave her a bath when she
was younger. Amy reminded her that
it’s also not okay for anyone to ask her
to look at or touch their private parts.
They talked about the difference
between good and bad touches. Amy’s
daughter blurted out how much she
loves getting a big bear hug from her
dad, a back rub from Mom, a highfive from her coach, and a peck on
the cheek from her grandmother. Amy
agreed that those are great examples
of touches that feel good and are safe.
Then they talked about different
types of bad touches, those touches
that make people feel uncomfortable
or even cause pain. Amy reminded
her daughter that she has the right
to say no to any unwanted touches,
including when her older brother
tickles her so much she can hardly
breathe and especially if anyone
tries to touch her private parts. She
encouraged her daughter to scream,
hit, kick, run, or do anything she
might need to do to get as far away as
possible from someone if they try to
touch her inappropriately.
Amy and her daughter talked about
how important it is for a child or teenager to tell a trusted adult immediately
if anyone ever engages in any inappropriate behavior—and if the first person they tell doesn’t believe them, they
should keep on telling. When Amy
asked her daughter for examples of safe
people to tell, her daughter listed parents, grandparents, teachers, doctors,
counselors, police officers, and pastors.
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sex offender for the
safety of the community. Her parents
then found a compassionate Christian
counselor who had
helped Amy work
through her many
thoughts and emotions about the abuse.
Amy and her husband decided that they
would talk with their
pastor that evening to get
his feedback about what
to do next. They wanted to
make sure that Katie would
have a loving representative
of God to provide her with
godly counsel as part of her
healing process.
That same night Amy’s husband led the family in a devotion about healthy Christian sexuality, with an emphasis on how
sex is a beautiful gift from God
designed to bond husband and
wife and to create new families
with children.They all joined
in a prayer that everyone
everywhere would be able
to enjoy this gift as God
intended it and that God
would bring healing to anyone anywhere who experienced the evil of childhood
sexual abuse.
(See page 8 for more on help
for victims.)
Sheryl Cowling is a Licensed Clinical
Social Worker, Board Certified Professional Christian Counselor, and Board
Certified Expert in Traumatic Stress
who provides counseling services at
WLCFS–Christian Family Solutions in Germantown, WI. Sheryl
and her husband are members
of Crown of Life Lutheran
Church in Hubertus, WI.
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It had been challenging to talk
about such delicate subjects, but
Amy was so glad she and her husband
had made the decision to educate
all of their children about private
parts, about good touches versus bad
touches, and about telling immediately
if anyone tries to touch them inappropriately. Amy was glad her daughter
remembered so much of their previous
conversations.
She told her daughter that she was
proud of her for being a good friend
and for not keeping such an unsafe
secret. She comforted her daughter
with the words of Psalm 34:18: “The
Lord is close to the brokenhearted
and saves those who are crushed in
spirit.” She reassured her daughter that
God was with her, and with Katie, and
would watch over both of them.
Amy told her daughter that she
would talk with her father later that
day and that they would decide
together what to do next. Later that
day, as Amy and her husband talked,
their hearts were breaking for Katie.
They both knew the statistics about
childhood sexual abuse—that an estimated one in four girls and one in six
boys are sexually abused before the age
of 18 in the United States. Amy knew
only too well that no statistic can tell
the full story of such a sinful, evil act
perpetrated against a child. Like Katie,
she had been molested by a relative
repeatedly over a period of years. Amy
knew the damage this had inflicted on
her sense of self, leaving her with a
profound sense of shame. She rememberd thinking that there must have
been something very wrong with her
to have caused such a thing to happen. As an adult, she learned that this
shame is one of the saddest legacies
of childhood sexual abuse, which is
so unfortunate because, of course, no
child is to blame for sexual abuse. She
remembered how grateful she had been
that her parents had listened to her
and had immediately called the police
when she told them what had been
happening. The relative had been
arrested and put in jail. Afterwards,
he had been placed on probation for
many years and had to register as a
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HELP FOR VICTIMS
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exual abuse is a sinful act that causes emotional and sexual trauma. It is an
immoral, illegal act. It is never the child’s fault. All too often perpetrators are
not strangers, but rather individuals known to the victims and their families. The
statistics are alarming. Christians need to inform themselves to ensure the protection of all children. Churches need to know that too often perpetrators view
Christians as easy targets due to possible ignorance and their love for others.
All childhood sexual abuse is horrible. Actions such as rubbing, fondling, sodomy, oral sex, and intercourse are all examples of sexual abuse. Exposing a child
to pornography or taking explicit photos of a child also constitutes sexual abuse.
One instance is one too many, but repeated abuse is even more challenging for
victims to overcome.
It is wise for anyone who has been impacted by childhood sexual abuse to seek
professional help and support from a trained counselor. There are many Christian
counselors, in addition to secular counseling programs, that offer highly effective,
empirically proven treatment options. Another option is FreedomForCaptives.com,
a website designed by the WELS Special Ministries Committee on Mental Health
Needs that includes a variety of resources related to child abuse and neglect for
pastors, teachers, and other adults.
Last, but not least, anyone who is genuinely concerned for a child’s safety is
encouraged to contact Child Protective Services or law enforcement to share their
concerns. A child’s life may depend on it.

It is wise for
anyone who has
been impacted
by childhood
sexual abuse to
seek professional
help and support
from a trained
counselor.
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Parents’ Prayer
Dear Jesus,
help our children
and all of us
understand the
meaning and the
importance of
your words,
“Because I live,
you also will live.”
Amen.

